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	Title: The Eggcellent Egg Drop
	School: Burlington Middle School, Burlington
	Sponsor: Alissa James
	Abstract: Shape is important when engineers design a structure. Does the shape also affect the safety of what is inside? How does the shape of the contraption affect the safety of the egg? 

When an engineer designs a structure, they have to consider many things such as the safety of what will be inside the structure. My project involved designing three different contraptions that would hold an egg inside them. I decided to create a three-sided pyramid, a four-sided pyramid and a cube for my contraptions. I built the contraptions using plastic straws and hot glue and placed an egg inside. I then dropped each contraption from the same height to see if the shape of the contraption affected the safety of the egg inside. I repeated an egg drop with each contraption three times. All three contraptions broke the first time I dropped them, so I had to repair and reinforce them all for the remaining two drops.

I found that shape does affect the safety of the egg. After three drops with each contraption, the four-sided pyramid was the only contraption that the egg did not break all three times. Based on my research, I believe the four-sided pyramid better protected the egg because the shape better absorbed the impact than the other two contraptions. My findings show that the shape of a structure does affect the safety of what is inside. This is important for engineers to understand when they are designing a structure so it will be better able to absorb impact and protect what is inside.
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